Logistics Barometer

The effect of COVID-19 on logistic activities

22 May 2020 Base Logistics keeps a close eye on the logistical situation in
Europe, whereby we can draw on the large amount of data that our own
logistics application Klairy provides us. Our Logistics Barometer is our
interpretation of these figures and is published weekly.
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In a ‘regular’ year, the months of April and May can show capricious statistics due to a number of
holidays. Having no global public holidays, this week turned out to be a relatively good week in
many countries. However, COVID-19 still has a grip on a number of other countries. Therefore,
we are zooming in on some of these countries to see what is happening there.
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Although the Belgian index is
getting closer to the average of
2020’s start, it showed a minor
fall last week. This puts the
country in the company of 30%
of the countries within Europe.
Reaching 89 this week,
Belgium’s index is a bit higher
than the European index.

After 3 weeks of decline,
France’s index finally picked up
a positive direction again.
Having reached an index as low
as 65, the country is now above
the level of 4 weeks ago. This is
consistent with the fact that
there are virtually no logistical
restrictions in France anymore.

For four weeks in a row, the
numbers in the United
Kingdom had shown an
impressive increase, until this
week. Having reached an index
above 100, the country has
now gone back to 95. Which is
still relatively high compared
to the European index.
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AV = Weekly average level of activities (weeks 2-7 2020, N=70,265).
17-20 = Weekly index (week 17-20) based on weekly average.
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The stats shown zoom into logistic
activities of the Netherlands and its top
11 largest business partners. Unlike last
week, nearly 65% of the countries in
Europe showed an increase in the
number of activities. The upward
movement of the index slowly continues.
In 26% of the European countries the
index is now above 100, which is the
same percentage as last week.

Data is extracted from Klairy,
the smart logistics application
developed by Base Logistics. Through Klairy,
Base Logistics collects valuable logistics data
from across the globe every day.

Clarifies more...

